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August-September ENSOAugust-September ENSO
RelevanceRelevance

                        

  

•• A prime challenge for ENSO seasonal forecastA prime challenge for ENSO seasonal forecast
models is to predict boreal summer ENSOmodels is to predict boreal summer ENSO
conditions at lead.conditions at lead.

•• August-September ENSO has a strong influenceAugust-September ENSO has a strong influence
on on Atlantic hurricane activityAtlantic hurricane activity, , Northwest PacificNorthwest Pacific
typhoon activitytyphoon activity and  and tropical precipitationtropical precipitation..

•• However, summer ENSO skill is low due to theHowever, summer ENSO skill is low due to the
spring predictability barrierspring predictability barrier during March-May. during March-May.
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What Have We DoneWhat Have We Done

                        

  

•• The The ENSO-CLIPERENSO-CLIPER statistical prediction model statistical prediction model
((KnaffKnaff and  and LandseaLandsea, 1997, 1997) is arguably one of) is arguably one of
the more successful ENSO seasonal forecastthe more successful ENSO seasonal forecast
models to date.models to date.

•• We have developed a We have developed a ‘‘ConsolidatedConsolidated’’ CLIPER CLIPER
model built from the mean of 18 CLIPER modelsmodel built from the mean of 18 CLIPER models
each constructed with a different formulation.each constructed with a different formulation.

•• Rigorous Rigorous hindcasts hindcasts 1950-2002 show that the1950-2002 show that the
‘‘ConsolidatedConsolidated’’ CLIPER outperforms the CLIPER outperforms the
standard CLIPER by 10-20%standard CLIPER by 10-20% at all leads from 2 at all leads from 2
to 6 months for all the main ENSO indices.to 6 months for all the main ENSO indices.
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Standard Standard NiNiññoo Index Regions Index Regions

NiNiññoo 3.4 region is linked to Atlantic Hurricane activity 3.4 region is linked to Atlantic Hurricane activity
NiNiññoo 4 region is linked to Northwest Pacific typhoon activity 4 region is linked to Northwest Pacific typhoon activity
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Standard ENSO-CLIPERStandard ENSO-CLIPER
Predictor PoolsPredictor Pools
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Skill Score and UncertaintySkill Score and Uncertainty

•• Employ the Employ the mmean ean ssquare quare sskill kill sscore (MSSS)core (MSSS)
defined as the percentage reduction in meandefined as the percentage reduction in mean
square error over a square error over a climatologicalclimatological forecast: forecast:

    MSSS (%) =  (1 - MSSS (%) =  (1 - MSEMSEForeFore//MSEMSEClimClim) x 100) x 100

This is the standard skill score recommended byThis is the standard skill score recommended by
the World Meteorological Organisation (2002) for thethe World Meteorological Organisation (2002) for the
verification of deterministic seasonal forecasts.verification of deterministic seasonal forecasts.

•• Employ the Employ the standard bootstrap methodstandard bootstrap method with with
replacement to compute the 95% confidencereplacement to compute the 95% confidence
interval on skill.interval on skill.
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Cross-Validated CLIPER SkillCross-Validated CLIPER Skill
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Cross-Validated CLIPER SkillCross-Validated CLIPER Skill
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Skill Sensitivity Factor 1Skill Sensitivity Factor 1
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Skill Sensitivity Factor 2Skill Sensitivity Factor 2
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Consolidated CLIPER SkillConsolidated CLIPER Skill
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Consolidated CLIPER SkillConsolidated CLIPER Skill
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Improvement of ConsolidatedImprovement of Consolidated
Model over the Standard CLIPERModel over the Standard CLIPER

  

Absolute percentage improvement in Absolute percentage improvement in MSSSMSSS ( (RMSSSRMSSS) of the) of the
consolidated ENSO-CLIPER model over the standardconsolidated ENSO-CLIPER model over the standard
ENSO-CLIPER model for predicting August-SeptemberENSO-CLIPER model for predicting August-September
NiNiññoo 3.4, 3, 4 and 1+2 for the period 1950-2002 as a function 3.4, 3, 4 and 1+2 for the period 1950-2002 as a function
of monthly lead.of monthly lead.
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Future DevelopmentsFuture Developments

1.1. Consolidated Model Optimisation.Consolidated Model Optimisation.

Optimisation of the consolidated model may lead toOptimisation of the consolidated model may lead to
further skill improvements. The current consolidatedfurther skill improvements. The current consolidated
model represents a small subset of possible CLIPERmodel represents a small subset of possible CLIPER
formulations.formulations.

2.2.  Extension to Other Seasons and DEMETER Comparison.Extension to Other Seasons and DEMETER Comparison.

Ongoing research will extend the consolidated ENSO-Ongoing research will extend the consolidated ENSO-
CLIPER results to other seasons and will compareCLIPER results to other seasons and will compare
hindcasthindcast skill and model versatility to that achieved by skill and model versatility to that achieved by
leading dynamical ENSO prediction models.leading dynamical ENSO prediction models.  
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SummarySummary

                        

  

•• The The ‘‘ConsolidatedConsolidated’’  CLIPERCLIPER model offers a  model offers a 10-20%10-20%
absolute absolute MSSSMSSS improvement improvement over the standard over the standard
CLIPER model for predicting August-SeptemberCLIPER model for predicting August-September
ENSO 1950-2002 at all leads from 2 to 6 months forENSO 1950-2002 at all leads from 2 to 6 months for
all the main ENSO indices (3, 3.4 and 4).all the main ENSO indices (3, 3.4 and 4).

•• The The ‘‘ConsolidatedConsolidated’’  CLIPERCLIPER model Aug-Sept skill model Aug-Sept skill
1950-2002 is 1950-2002 is positive to 95% confidence at leadspositive to 95% confidence at leads
out to early Aprilout to early April (early March for  (early March for NiNiññoo 4). 4).

•• Optimisation of the Consolidated CLIPER modelOptimisation of the Consolidated CLIPER model
may lead to further skill improvements.may lead to further skill improvements.


